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Hi Kadeem,
I apologize, but I realized I mislabeled one of the pictures in my previous version of this letter. I am providing a corrected version
because I want to make sure the information provided to the Commission is accurate. Please forward this corrected version to them
for tonight’s meeting with my apologies for the inconvenience. Thank you so much.
Joan Taylor
16 Mill Street

________________________
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Joan Taylor, DVM
Sent from my iPad
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Dear Chairman Pohl and HDC Commissioners:
We, Bill Wilmot and Joan Taylor, are abutters to the 7 N Mill Street
proposed new dwelling on lot 33. We live at 16 Mill Street.
We appreciate the revised plans presented for the dwelling. We ask
the HDC to consider the following remaining concerns we have when
deliberating on the new plan.
Height: We request that height poles be used in making the nal
determination of appropriateness of height. This has been recommended
by HDC Commissioners in previous meetings. Retaining some of the
mature trees is appreciated and will mitigate the perception of height, but
the structure sits on a hill and is highly visible from Mill Street and the
public lands. The homes that abut lot 33 are low in roof height as they
relate to lot 33 and are viewed from Mill Street, the Eleanor Hamm Pony
Field, and the Land Bank Land. North
34 Prospect/11 N Mill facing Mill Street

Left is back of 18 Mill Street guest house. Right is
back of 16 Mill Street.
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26 Prospect Street

North Facade: The North Elevation is the elevation that is viewed from the
public traveled way and public lands, yet it is less traditional in design of
dormers and fenestration than the South Elevation. The latter has little to
no visibility. Is this appropriate in HDC’s opinion?
Grade/drainage/retaining wall: The ell, which extends north o the main
mass toward Mill Street, ends only a few feet from a steep bank that exist
near or at some points on our property line. We raise the concern as to
whether the building is so close to the edge of the bank that a retaining
wall or other measures are required to preserve the existing topography
and prevent drainage issues and erosion. If that is the case, we request
Edge Steep Bank

the ell either end a bit to the south of its present location, or the hard
scape plan to address this problem be required as part of the approval
process for the current plan.
We are grateful to the Historic District Commissioners for their expertise
and continued input to assure that the design of this new dwelling is
appropriate for the historic neighborhood and highly visible hillside site.
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Yours truly, Joan Taylor and Bill Wilmot

